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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or his harry styles affiliates is on the cover of Rolling Stone magazine for September and a warning before you look at it – you can pass out. This is the second time 25-year-old Harry has appeared on the cover of Rolling Stone magazine. He previously appeared on the cover in 2017 when he was 23. This time he is topless and the cover line says
that his interview will be on all things sex, psychedelics and the secrets of stardom. The magazine posted a cover on its Instagram with the caption: 'Here's a first look at our upcoming cover featuring Harry Styles. It can be picked up at newsstands on September 3. Here's Harry Styles Rolling Stone cover in all its glory: Harry Styles Rolling Stone cover, via Instagram @rollingstone
The interview is expected to include details about why he reportedly turned down prince Eric's role in Disney's live-action remake of The Little Mermaid, as well as potential new music. Harry Styles' debut album was released in 2017. Despite the rejection of prince Eric's role, Harry is apparently looking for more acting opportunities. In 2017, he made his debut in Christopher
Nolan's dunkirk hit, where he played Alex. He starred alongside Fionn Whitehead. Twitter, of course, went crazy on the cover. One tweet said: Harry Styles shirtless at the Rolling Stones...... can *I* survive extreme heat????!!!!?? Haha planet dies and tbh, same thing. selling one lung for harry styles rolling stone cover dm serious inquiries only - hannah (@achangeofhes) August
20, 2019 Other recent magazine cover stars include Billie Eilish, Halsey and Maisie Williams and Sophie Turner from Game of Thrones. The warehouse is available in kiosks from September 3, 2019. See you in the queue. Related stories recommended by this writer: • Meet Manchester for the third year that writes her dissertation on the One Direction fandom • Here are all the
photos from Shawn Mendes' Calvin Klein campaign, and wow • Here are all the photos from Kendall Jenner's Calvin Klein ad on November 5, 2019 11:16 AM ET In 52 years and thousands of interviews with musicians, actors, politicians and celebrities on these sites, at least one thing has remained consistent: we've always asked questions. In addition to the memorable meeting
between Carrie Fisher and Madonna on the cover of 1991, our employees rarely gave up the role of interlocutors. Until now. For our first annual Musicians on The Musicians issue (or Icons on the Problem icons Puffy re-called it in conversation with DJ Khaled), we invited some of our favorite artists to meet for intimate conversations about music, life, inspiration and creativity. You
had to ignore every instinct you have as a journalist to jump in, says senior editor Patrick Doyle, who edited the package and many conversations. It was almost like you were not supposed to be there and that's how we wanted to feel it. All layers of mystery, ego or anything else fell off when they sat down together. In many cases, the conversations connected the artist with one of
her greatest influences: H.E.R. and Lenny Kravitz were associated with breaking industry rules as black artists; St. Vincent reveals to Metallica's Kirk Hammett that he inspired her to catch violins and pick up guitars at the age of 12; and Billie Eilish - who was three years old when Green Day's American Idiot came out - visits his hero Billie Joe Armstrong, and learns that she is his
hero, too. I've always been pregnant with music that sounds like freedom, said Billie Joe Billie. And that's what I get from your music. The artists did their best to make these conversations happen: Dave Grohl shortened his vacation to meet Ringo Starr in Los Angeles, and David Byrne rode his bike through Brooklyn to talk to rapper Tierra Whack. Elton John sat down with Lana
Del Rey at her Beverly Hills home hours before the concert in Anaheim. Del Rey pulled up to her home in a pickup truck armed with 13 pages of questions she wrote on a typewriter. She opened up to Elton in such a way that I never saw her open to anyone, says Doyle. Elton had such respect for her. We didn't have a shower. I just sat at the kitchen table talking to two people. Jason Fine Remember the outrage at rolling stone magazine's horrific July 2013 cover feature on Boston bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev? Apparently they don't faze them because they're out with another cover and feature series that glamorizes two budding congresswomen whose actions and/or associations with powerful anti-Semitic characters should be concerning everyone.
The Hill reports: Rolling Stone magazine celebrated the cover of the March issue of four Democratic women shaping the future. From left to right, the magazine's latest cover features Rep. Jahana Hayes (D-Conn.), Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.), House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.). Nancy Pelosi, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar
and Jahana Hayes share their advice to young women on what they would say to Trump and their theme songs - he wrote the magazine in a tweet revealing a behind-the-scenes cover recording on Wednesday. The magazine strongly promotes the March issue on all its social media platforms. Watch the sneak peak video of the pre-photo shoot primping below: Even more
disturbing than the cover itself was the feature interview they did with Rep. Omar. Here's how it was framed: Refugee. Immigrants. Muslim. She is all that Trump is trying to ban. Now she's in Congress Got that? She may have had a political victim of Trump's repression of refugees and illegal immigration (which is not a ban on anything, in fact), but it has defied adversity and won a
seat in Congress. Ok. The next thing they did, which was even worse, was to shine a disturbing story of Omar's anti-Semitism. They included an editor's note at the beginning of the article: This interview was conducted in January, a few weeks before Rep. Ilhan Omar wrote, in a since deleted tweet that House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy's threat to punish himself and
Michigan Rep. Rashida Tlaib for criticizing Israel was all about baby Benjamins. Omar publicly apologized for the tweet, which was widely condemned - including by House of Representatives speaker Nancy Pelosi, with whom she appears on the March cover of Rolling Stone - for using an anti-Semitic clue. She declined a request for a follow-up interview and answered only one of
a series of questions emailed by Rolling Stone. We included this answer at the end of this piece. Here's the answer: Rolling Stone: In a tweeted apology, you wrote that you are grateful to your Jewish allies and colleagues who educate [you] on the painful history of anti-Semitic tropes. What do you think you still need to learn about the Jewish faith or Jewish culture to avoid
repeating such mistakes? Rep. Omar: I know what intolerance looks like, and one thing that was painful about the whole process is knowing that I used language that hurt others. I hope that, just as I take others to account and help them learn that people will also take responsibility for me. I work every day to make sure we live in a more tolerant world. I hope people will understand
how much I care about creating this world. That's why one of the first things I did as an elect member was to talk about the rise of anti-Semitism - and one of the first bills I co-financed as a new member was legislation to raise the position of special envoy to fight anti-Semitism. I am the organizer in my heart. I gave earful to others who move in bigotry, so I have to listen and learn.
Listening and working directly with communities is what will make me a better government official. Speaker Pelosi has been a mentor throughout this process, and I look forward to working with her on the implementation of the nation's agenda. Unless he doesn't listen and learn. Her apologies, when caught openly showing her anti-Semitism, are irrelevant and disingenuous. Not
only that, but Rolling Stone seems to be mistakenly impressed that January 2019 was the first time Omar had ever expressed an anti-Semitic view. It wasn't. And she did it again just this week at a fan meeting at a bookstore café in D.C.: Two students pondered their months on the Hill, where both were embroiled in controversy over criticism of Israel, their support for the BDS
movement, and comments seen by many, including dozens of fellow Democrats, as anti-Semitic. To start the discussion among noisy and friendly audiences, the moderator asked what we as a community here could do to support criticism of Israel for some war crimes that he did so that he is not seen as being an anti-Semit? Because you don't criticize religion, you don't criticize
Jews, you criticize government policy. Rep. Omar elaborated that when she hears her Jewish voters offer criticism of Palestinians, she doesn't automatically equate them as Islamophobic, but there is a fear that people paint her as anti-Semitic because she is Muslim. Omar continued: What I fear - because Rashid and I are Muslims - is that many of our Jewish colleagues, many of
our constituents, many of our allies, think that everything we say about Israel is anti-Semitic because we are Muslims, she explained. [...] So for me, I want to talk about political influence in this country that says it's okay to push for fidelity to a foreign country, Rep. Omar exclaimed, seeming to suggest how Tlaib had in a tweet of his own dual loyalty among a particular group of
Americans. Loud applause and cheers of affirmation struck a heavy focus on Israel. Jewish Liberal Jon Chait wrote on Twitter in response: I was willing to give Rep. Omar the benefit of the doubt when I slightly echoed the anti-Semitic tropes, but this latest comment removes any doubt - Jonathan Chait (@jonathanchait) February 28, 2019 Democratic Socialist Rep. Ocasio-Cortez
is not much better. Not only did she endorse Omar in August 2018, despite her well-documented anti-Semitic history, but earlier this year Ocasio-Cortez boasted of the worrying new political alliance she had formed with British Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn. Corbyn is not only an anti-Semit, but also a party he leads. When pressed on this issue at that time, Ocasio-Cortez
feigned ignorance. Was she asked about it in an interview with Rolling Stone? Not. Perhaps because the writer Alex Morris although he lives in his district and is obviously a big fan. Both Omar and Ocasio-Cortez are indeed women who shape the future, but this is a future that, if not changed course, would at best bring Jewish voices to the back benches. Or, in Omar's worst case,
do the unthinkable and remove them from the map. In conducting pseudo-serious wide-ranging interviews with these two creators of difference Omar and Ocasio-Cortez, Rolling Stone has solidified itself as a deliberately ignorant factor of politicians whose programs can ultimately prove millions of Jewish Americans. They shone over Omar's past anti-Semitic comments that were
made long before her election. They also don't push Ocasio-Cortez on her alliance with Corbyn, which is a pretty big deal at a time when the Leadership of the Democratic House is trying to reclaim them both in. Needless to say, this is not a good look. Stacey Matthews also wrote under the pseudonym Sister Toldjah and can be reached via Twitter. — —
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